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Category:Typography softwareIf you regularly use public transport you are
probably familiar with becoming a “buddy” with the person sitting beside
you. They become your “soulmate”, your “friend”, your “mate” even! You
can even make it a “buddy love”. I am lucky enough to have a buddy love.
Brian from the 23 shared a seat (aka couple). We had lived within 7km of

each other for 2 years prior to our trip and had never met. It was a bit before
our trip that he let me know he was over his initial shyness. I was surprised
it took him that long. I think he was shy initially because he had never done
anything like this before and was wary of it. I found the friendship though
was easy. We became instant friends. It was quite easy to develop it into a

friendship and the more we got to know each other the more mutual friends
we developed. I know that we have had our share of fun together. I’ve learnt
some important lessons, been out of my comfort zone and he has done the
same. We are fine with that. I hope this post can be an inspiration for you
all to have a friend that’s your buddy. I’ve found it very useful to have a

buddy you can consult on anything. The conversation is open and honest. I
know there are no secret talks when they are in your company. There are no
barriers with issues to resolve. I am privileged to know this person through
soul and social gatherings and still I get this benefit. I’ve learnt to be clear
with him and I think he has done a similar to me. We have many things in

common, even our work and where we live. It’s not easy to communicate to
another when they are on two different continents and time zones. We have
developed a mutual respect with trust. We have a close relationship. It’s a
friendship that has endured and I am so grateful. We are still very much
friends. It has grown the more we’ve been in this together. I’m a bit of an
expert at this now and I’m confident I can share with you how I did it. I

recommend this to be a friendship for life. At some point in the future, they
will become mates for life. So what is the key to a friendship that could last
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